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Abstract 
Background: Pneumonia is a lung infection that causes more deaths in different age groups. The 

treatment is combined with respiratory physiotherapy, to help remove inflammatory exudates, 

tracheobronchial secretions, and airway obstructions, and reduce airway resistance to improve 

breathing and enhance gas exchange. The effective respiratory physiotherapy consisting of postural 

drainage, chest physical therapy including; percussion, vibration, breathing techniques and 

instrumental techniques.  

Aim: to understand the importance of positioning and chest physical therapy in the treatment of 

pneumonia. 

Data sources: A comprehensive search was conducted using Google Scholar, PubMed and Research 

Gate. Article published between 2012-2022. 

Study selection: Articles included if they described the importance of positioning and chest 

physiotherapy in different age grouped pneumonia patients. 

Results: This study included pneumonia patients with different age groups including neonates, 

children, adult and old age people. Studies were included systemic reviews, clinical trials, 

randomized control trials, narrative and literature reviews.  

Conclusion: According to the studies, positioning and chest physiotherapy is effective in different 

age grouped patients. The condition is more improved after the therapy; and reduced on the duration 

of mechanical ventilation, and the duration of hospitalization. 

 

Keywords: pneumonia, postural drainage, chest physiotherapy. 

 

Introduction 

The lungs are significant organs of the respiratory system. The lungs involving significant 

parts of the thoracic cavity, leave little space for the heart, which unearths a greater amount 

of the left lung. There are two lungs, rght and left lung. Each have an apex, base, 

borders,surfaces, fissures and lobes. There are 10 segments on the right side and 10 on the 

left; called bronchopulmonary segments1. Pneumonia is an infection of one or both the lungs 

caused by bacteria, viruses, fungi and or chemical irritants.8 It is the serious infection in 

which the air sacs filled with pus and other liquids.9 The commonly occurring pneumonias 

are community acquired and ventilator associated pneumonia.7,8,14,15 Pneumonia is serious 

difficulty in Coronavirus, the sickness attached to Coronavirus was initially called novel 

Corona virus infected pneumonia (NCIP). Coronavirus can cause serious irritation in the 

lungs. It harms the cells and tissue that line the air sacs in the lungs; these sacs are where the 

oxygen breath is handled and conveyed to blood. This harm makes tissue severe and stop up 

the lungs. The walls of the sacs can thicken, making it exceptionally hard for breath. In 

pneumonia, four phases of the inflammatory reaction have classically been response.2,3,4 

Congestion, red hepatisation, grey hepatisation, resolution. It occurs in any age groups; 

including neonates, children’s, adult, old age and younger age groups etc.5,6 Pneumonia that 

occurs 48 hours or more after admission which has not incubating at the time of admission. It 

is the second most common and the leading cause of death. The risk of ventilator associated 

pneumonia is higher in patients admitted to the ICU, especially mechanically ventilated. 

Common pneumonia symptoms are fever, chest pain, coughing, nausea, vomiting etc.15 

Incidence of complications including mostly empyema and necrotic lung disease; so the  
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diagnosis is important. Mostly blood analysis, chest x-rays, 

CT are required.14 Clinical treatment for pneumonia 

includes curing the disease and preventing complication.10 

specific treatment relies on the sort and seriousness of 

pneumonia, patient age and your general wellbeing.15,16 The 

medicine is not improving the condition then surgical 

management is required. Mainly the infected part is 

removing. Examples like resection surgeries.17 

In this study the importance of different types of respiratory 

physical therapy is important in pneumonia; mainly in 

ICUs settings. The therapist mainly focusing on the airway 

clearance techniques, breathing exercises etc. its include 

positioning, chest physiotherapy including percussion, 

vibration, active cycle of breathing techniques, autogenic 

drainage, positive expiratory pressure and high frequency 

chest all oscillation.18,19,20,21  

 

Methodology 

The PICOS checklist for people, intervention, comparisons, 

outcomes and reserch designs served s the definition’s main 

source of inspiration. the article in question ere studies on 

the importance ofpositioning and chest physiotherapy for 

pneumonia patients. Anlysis of literature Google Scholar, 

Pub Med and research gate. Search engines were completed 

for studies published during the period of 2012-2022. To 

study and obtain appropriate research for this review, key 

literature databases were searched methodically using 

precise key words relevant to this topic. Pneumonia, 

postural drainage, chest physical therapy re the keywords in 

this literature review. 

Three stages were taken to obtain the basis for the 

document selection. All articles were then subjected to the 

review’s inclusion and exclusion criteria to determine their 

eligibility foe inclusion. The following are some of the 

inclusion criteria for the study subjects: studied carried out 

from the 2012-2022; studies included randomized control 

trials, clinical trials, systemic, narrative and literature 

reviews; papers included to english language. 
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Discussion 

Pneumonia is the main respiratory issue in low-to-center 

pay nations. In the new past in the conclusion, 

counteraction, and treatment of clinic gained 

contaminations, ventilator-related pneumonia (VAP) keeps 

on making entanglements throughout treatment on account 

of a huge extent of patients getting mechanical ventilation. 

Death rates among patients with VAP have been accounted 

for to be expanding extents to enlist a death pace of as high 

as 72%, and the horribleness related with VAP is likewise 

seen to be consider. 

The procedures that are in many cases utilized in the ICU 

incorporate situating of the patient for aviation route 

discharge seepage; percussion and vibration of the chest 

wall. The point of utilizing these strategies is to work with 

the vehicle of emissions and eliminate them from the 

aviation routes, accordingly further developing 
ventilation/perfusion coordinating and alveolar ventilation, 

multimodality respiratory physiotherapy seems to decrease 

mortality in ICU patients. It is hazy whether this happens 

through a decrease in the frequency of VAP as well as 

length of stay on the grounds that the presently accessible 

information just gives exceptionally uncertain evaluations 

of the impact of multimodality respiratory physiotherapy 

on these results. For example, the impacts of multimodality 

chest physiotherapy diminished on the length of 

mechanical ventilation and the quantity of long periods of 

actual stay in the ICUs.20 

Chest physiotherapy has been utilized to clear emissions in 

pediatrics for the vast majority respiratory issues. It affects 

full term youngsters with essential pneumonia in regards to 

the length required for mechanical ventilation or oxygen 

treatment, the span required for clinical improvement and 

the length of hospitalization.12,13 

 

Conclusion 

Pneumonia is primarily brought about by microorganisms 

which enter the lower respiratory framework and cause 

disease. The microorganism incorporates microbes, 

mycobacteria, mycoplasma, growths, parasites, and 

infections. Pneumonia is an age-subordinate condition. The 

rate of pneumonia fluctuates between 1.5 to 14 cases for 

each 1000 people each year. In 2019 Coronavirus 

pneumonia is an advancing illness. It is a continuous 

pandemic brought about by the original serious intense 

respiratory disorder. In this present circumstance the 

physiotherapist plays a larger part of the treatment. Clinical 

treatment for pneumonia includes relieving the disease and 

forestalling entanglement. Explicit treatment relies on the 

kind and seriousness of pneumonia, patient age and your 

general wellbeing. In these pneumonia condition advisors 

for the most part zeroing in on respiratory physiotherapy 

like aviation route freedom strategies. Local area gained 

pneumonia and ventilator related pneumonia are the most 

regularly seen. The general investigation of situating chest 

physiotherapy is compelling in the event of youngsters; 

however, others it is a successful. Since in ICUs the 

treatment diminished the pace of mechanical ventilation 

and number of emergency clinic stays. It assists with 

clearing the emissions, forestall amassing of flotsam and 

jetsam, further develop preparation of aviation routes 

discharges and aiding lung ventilation. 
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